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Red Cross pays our respects to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Custodians across this country, and to Elders, past, 
present and emerging, and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people in the audience.

We acknowledge that the First Nations peoples have been 
living with fire, flood, cyclone, earthquake, tsunami, volcanic 
eruptions, disease and dispossession for 60,000 years. 

There is much we can learn. 
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Context for study
• Red Cross involved in preparedness since 2008
• Takes a psychosocial and consequence approach to preparedness
• This approach is largely unique
• Often asked about efficacy of preparedness



Methodology

• Literature review
• Survey of people who have 

experienced emergencies
• Statistical analyses



Assumptions

• Preparedness definition
• Self reported recovery
• Preparedness actions



Literature review

• “Household preparedness efficacy” search term
• 92 papers selected
• Most assumed a link between preparedness and outcome
• 4 recognised the absence of empirical evidence
• 2 papers indicated positive outcomes from preparedness
• 1 neutral outcome
• 1 indicated a negative outcome



Length of recovery
• People recover well
• A small group haven’t
• 6 months is still a long time



Control and comfort
• Did people feel in control of their situation
• Were they comfortable with the decisions made
• nearly 7 out of 10 felt in control of their actions during the 

disaster and
• nearly 9 out of 10 felt confident with the decisions they made at 

the time.
• This had a positive outcome on stress experienced



Preparedness outcomes

• Preparedness actions lead to people 
reporting less stress during and after 
disaster

• Less stress was linked with faster reported 
recovery outcomes



More preparedness action is better

More prepared ATR



Preparedness actions can be grouped in three categories



The four personas in preparedness



Recommendations
• an increased focus on preparing for the long term impacts of a 

disaster in preparedness programs.
• a differentiated approach in preparedness based on people’s 

profile and what they specifically need support in.
• ensuring that psychological preparedness focused on the 

experiences during and after a disaster is included in all 
preparedness programs.

• more research be undertaken to further investigate which 
• actions support enhanced recovery.
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Further information: The Conversation: When it comes to preparing for disaster there are 4 distinct types of people. 
Which one are you?
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